Frozen section diagnoses of 578 ovarian tumors made by pathologists with and without expertise on gynecologic pathology.
Frozen section is an important diagnostic tool to determine the nature of the ovarian masses intraoperatively. The optimal surgical treatment can be achieved by classifying the masses as benign, borderline and malignant. The aim of this retrospective study was to evaluate the accuracy of frozen section diagnosis of ovarian neoplasms and to determine the effects of Gynecologic (Gyn) pathologist or non-Gyn pathologist on frozen section diagnosis. Intraoperative frozen section diagnosis was retrospectively evaluated in 578 patients operated with the suspicion of ovarian neoplasms. We compared the results of frozen section diagnosis by Gyn pathologists (Group 1) and by non-Gyn (Group 2) pathologists. In 23 patients (3.9%), the tissues were other than ovary. No opinion could be obtained on frozen sections of 14 cases (2.4%). The sensitivities for benign, borderline and malignant tumors for frozen section diagnoses of Gyn pathologists were 99.7%, 89.5%, and 96.3% respectively. The corresponding specificities were 97.6%, 85% and 99%, respectively. Group 2 pathologists had sensitivities and specificities of 97%, 50%, 84.6% and 95.2%, 96.2% and 94.5% for benign, borderline and malignant tumors, respectively. The overall accuracy rate of frozen section was 97.1%. Intraoperative frozen section diagnosis has a high accuracy rate for ovarian pathologies. Those rates do increase even more if it is evaluated by the Gyn pathologists.